FIELD DAY.

Wellesley's great fall festival, her festi-
val of physical prowess was held on Mon-
day, November the eighth. The play-
ground in the West Wood was a riot of
color, all of the classes vying with each
other for the best effect. Nineteen ten-
in violet and white represented a battal-
ion with violet caps and scarfs. Nineteen
eleven followed in white and yellow with
the 1912 torch bearers coming after. The
red paper torches were very effective, yet,
as usual, the Freshmen came in for their
share of glory. In white dresses with green
Peter Pan collars and hats with a green quill, they represented that little
nature imp's followers.

It was not only a day for color effects but it was a day of cheering—a day when
animal spirits are unrestrained and "ca-
nine" cheers reign supreme. From first
one side of the field and then the other a
wild cheer—or had we not better say yel-
low—would be given with voices haurse
from overwork and excitement.

The day began with basket-ball with the
1910 and 1911 teams playing.

1910.

Kate Parsons, captain.
Margery Yocum, left full-back.
Barbara Deyo, right full-back.
Bernice Denning, goal-keeper.
1910 came out ahead of 1912 by the close
margin of 5 to 1.

Hockey took a long time being played in
two twenty-minute halves, so while it was
going on the golf and the running teams
returned to the fields. The golf teams playing were 1910 and 1911.

1911.

Marjorie Moore, captain.
Helen Frasier, Bertha Schiedler.
May Speer.
1910.

Beatrice Stevenson, captain.
Gertrude Carter.
Kate Cushman.
Harry Hinchliff.
Here, 1911 was victorious, three of her
players making better scores than their
opponents on 1910. Marjorie Moore, who
was only 19 at the eighth hole, her
final score being only 43.
The running teams of 1910 and 1911 were:

1910.

Katharine Wilbur, captain.
Helen Bennett.
Julia Collins.
Mayade Hatch.
Florence Wyant.
Selma Smith.
Marion Shelton.
Louise Dalzell.
Grace Hendrie.
1911.

Lucile Kroger, captain.
Elizabeth Conant.
Lucile Kroger.
Martha Lincoln.
Dorothy Mills.
Frances Spaulding.
Harriet Stryker.
Gaydis Earl.
Gaydis White.
The excitement was great when the 1911
team came in ahead of the 1910.
Archery had been decided on November
4 when 1910 came out first and 1911
second.
The teams then playing were:

1910.

Isadore Douglas.
Marguerite Williams.
1911.

Mildred Wilson.
Mildred Brooks.
1912.

Helen Davis.
Bertha Royce.
The only thing left being tennis, the
whole attention was turned to that, and
the teams certainly gave an exciting series
of games. 1910 was again matched
against 1911 and, playing wonderfully,
downed 1911's team.

From tennis the crowd thronged around
the tables where the cups and the
W's were to be awarded. Ruth Elliott, the
president of the Athletic Association,
began by expressing the association's sin-
cere appreciation to Miss Homans for the
interest that she had taken in our sports
and for the fine help of the coaches which
she gave us. Miss Elliott then spoke of the
fine spirit of the association which had
made it possible for the association to
mean what it does to-day. She also ex-
tended a hearty welcome to 1910 on their
first opportunity of participating in
Wellesley athletics, even if only to the
extent of exercising their lungs.

The cups were then awarded to the
different classes, chief of these being the
cup for Field Day, which went to 1910.
Through the kindness of Mr. Bryant, an
extra trophy, a wooden box, his own
handiwork, was presented to 1911 for
second place in Archery.
The W's were awarded:

ARCHERY.
Margery Williams.
Isadore Douglas.
Basket-ball.
Margery Yocum.
Genevieve Hodgman.
Marie Kasten.
Marion Mason.
Dorothy Clark.
May Guernsey.
Golf.
Bertha Schiedler.
Rosella Woodruff.
Hockey.
Persis Conant.
Kate McGill.
Jessie Neely.
Elizabeth Robinson.
Marie Caroline Spaulding.
Gertrude Rugg.
Kate Terr.
Agnes Andrews.
May Gorham.
Margery Mackillop.
May Roberts.
Running.
Selma Smith.
Lucile Kroger.
Dorothy Mills.
Christine Chapman.
Tennis.
Frances Kelly.
Helen McDonald.
Elise West.
Mary Francis.
Agnes Roche.
Martha Charles.
At C. W. Davis' Dry Goods Store
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DR. L. D. H. FULLER

DENTIST

Next to Wellesley Inn.

1st, 14th-2 Hours: 8.30—5.45 Daily; Tuesdays excepted.

2. Excitant mention of the fact in the newspapers.

3. But now, as the theater has at last come to the point of opening, the magazines are trumpeting forth a pledge to what those who have been watching the creeping efforts of the drama in America, hope will be a significant success. The leading articles now before us are by well-known men, William Archer, John Corbin and Brander Matthews, and their dis- cussions of the subject ought to be intensely interesting to the young American,—to him because he can feel that this is not a futile age, an overcrowded, indiscriminating age, but an age in which a big impulse is beginning to thump. It is a ray of hope to the student who has been led by the Lit. syllabus through depictions of glowing literary "periods" to what she knew, in spite of optimistic instruction, is a hopelessly unliternary age. It is an interest to all of us,—here in America,—here in Wellesley,—especially to all of us who feel glad we are young and strong and eager to sweep into the movement which gives promise of being national.

2. Two extremely interesting books have crept to our shelves and lest they drift away into the alcoves without your taking notice of them, we give them short comment.

One is by the editor of Lippincott's, J. Berg Esenwein and is entitled 'Writing the Short Story.' As its cover announces it is "a practical handbook on the rise, structure, writing and sale of the modern short story." We have, as the appendix to Mr. Esenwein's book shows, many a treatise on the short story; this one is essentially modern, and flavors not so much of the cloistered academic as of a brisk, keen-eyed world. The book is intended as a text book, it is formally paragraphed and clearly outlined in detail. Its form of procedure is more sternly scientific than literary; the short story as a whole, the short story in each one of its parts is subjected to a severe laboratory method. Attention is given to the mechanical detail of preparing manuscripts for publishing, the ways of magazines and publishing houses are made known, their requirements and their desires set forth in unflourished English style. The book proper concludes with an informal chapter on why stories are rejected; a conversation between the editor and the young author. The appendix to the book is of itself interesting; if you have no interest in the book, you can at least be sure of a place to look up some excellent short stories, for a list of one hundred are given. Reading the appendix only, or better the bits of short stories and criticisms which swarm as examples of this and that through the book, is like perusing the seed catalogue and yearning to materialize the lucid descriptions.

The other volume, more serious and more expansive, created its little stir last year, but is fortunately solid material enough to bear cold consideration and close inspection; it survives and still demands attention. 'The Reorganization of Our Col-

Women's Medical College of Pennsylvania

Sixth Annual Session. Thorough Course. Four years. Exceptional Facilities for Laboratory Instruction. Post-Graduate Courses in Operative Gynecology, in Obstetrics, the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. A new hospital building in course of erection. Full particulars in catalogue.

CLARA M. MARSHALL, M.D., Dean
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3. But now, as the theater has at last come to the point of opening, the magazines are trumpeting forth a pledge to what those who have been watching the creeping efforts of the drama in America, hope will be a significant success. The leading articles now before us are by well-known men, William Archer, John Corbin and Brander Matthews, and their dis- cussions of the subject ought to be intensely interesting to the young American,—to him because he can feel that this is not a futile age, an overcrowded, indiscriminating age, but an age in which a big impulse is beginning to thump. It is a ray of hope to the student who has been led by the Lit. syllabus through depictions of glowing literary "periods" to what she knew, in spite of optimistic instruction, is a hopelessly unliternary age. It is an interest to all of us,—here in America,—here in Wellesley,—especially to all of us who feel glad we are young and strong and eager to sweep into the movement which gives promise of being national.

2. Two extremely interesting books have crept to our shelves and lest they drift away into the alcoves without your taking notice of them, we give them short comment.

One is by the editor of Lippincott's, J. Berg Esenwein and is entitled 'Writing the Short Story.' As its cover announces it is "a practical handbook on the rise, structure, writing and sale of the modern short story." We have, as the appendix to Mr. Esenwein's book shows, many a treatise on the short story; this one is essentially modern, and flavors not so much of the cloistered academic as of a brisk, keen-eyed world. The book is intended as a text book, it is formally paragraphed and clearly outlined in detail. Its form of procedure is more sternly scientific than literary; the short story as a whole, the short story in each one of its parts is subjected to a severe laboratory method. Attention is given to the mechanical detail of preparing manuscripts for publishing, the ways of magazines and publishing houses are made known, their requirements and their desires set forth in unflourished English style. The book proper concludes with an informal chapter on why stories are rejected; a conversation between the editor and the young author. The appendix to the book is of itself interesting; if you have no interest in the book, you can at least be sure of a place to look up some excellent short stories, for a list of one hundred are given. Reading the appendix only, or better the bits of short stories and criticisms which swarm as examples of this and that through the book, is like perusing the seed catalogue and yearning to materialize the lucid descriptions.

The other volume, more serious and more expansive, created its little stir last year, but is fortunately solid material enough to bear cold consideration and close inspection; it survives and still demands attention. 'The Reorganization of Our Col-
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EDITORIAL—Continued

"Aida" by Mr. Clarence F. Birdseye is not only a collection of complaints against the modern college system but a delineation of a constructive system—Mr. Birdseye's system, to be sure,—by which the college shall not only be cleaned out and set to rights, but torn down and built up again on the plan of a business proposition in which "all activities and forces, whether financial, pedagogical, administrative or relating to the personal lives of the students" are properly and completely correlated. To those of you to whom the college horizon is limited by such problems as the Free Presses of the News treats—nothing derogatory implied—to those of you, the book may offer a sense of the bigness of this college problem. The number of subjects indicated by the table of contents alone is amazing, in his consideration from the point of view of the individual student, Mr. Birdseye connects the student life in everyone of its phases with all that it touches in the slightest degree. His discussion of the administrative department, the discussion which builds up his plan for the reconstituting of the college on lines prescribed by modern business methods, occupies the largest part of the book. Mr. Birdseye is too much in the midst of his material to avoid a rather unnecessary expansion, there is a great mass of material which makes the whole a rather expansive volume but even in its details interesting.

In regard to this threshold subject of the American colleges, we refer the readers to the magazine article list printed in another column of this issue. We have here made note of the leading articles on the college question which have appeared in the periodicals of the last two months. And may we recommend the reading of these articles. Not with a supercilious, we-know-what's-good-for-you air but with the earnest feeling that they will sooner or later be of absorbing interest to you. Hague conferences and tariff revisions may sall high over your heads,—and the world will never know,—but here comes a movement which sweeps you along in its grasp. Will you huddle down and move along with the crowd or will you peer out and see what it is that is shaking up the very foundations on which you stand? Take your choice, but don't say you haven't the time!

COLLEGE CALENDAR

Saturday, November 13, at 3:10 P.M., an address by Mr. Helen Barrett Montgomery on "The Call of Grade Teaching to the College Graduate." Students who intend to teach, in particular those who are now in the department of education, will be especially interested.

Saturday evening, Senior Reception to the Freshmen.

Sunday, November 14, 11, A.M., service in the Houghton Memorial Chapel. Sermon by President Faunce of Brown.

Vespers at 7, P.M., with special music.

Monday afternoon, November 15, 4 to 6, P.M., 1913 Class Social at the Barn.

7:30 in Billings Hall, a recital by Miss Alice A. Cummings.

Tuesday, November 16, at 4:15, P.M., the last of the series of sonata recitals by Professor MacDougall and Mr. Foster.

College Notes

The name of the new gymnasium is to be the Mary Hemenway, as a memorial to the founder of the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics.

President Hazard is to take part in the conference of the Massachusetts Sunday-school Association to be held in Boston, November 12 to 14.

Associate Professor Vida D. Scudder of the Literature Department is to be one of the voluntary teachers in an elective course to be given at the Trinity Parish House in Boston.

Miss Magdeline Carrel of the French Department is giving instruction on Mondays at Miss Winder's School on Beacon street.

The Alliance Francaise had its first meeting Monday evening, November 1. Miss Alice Leavitt sang some delightful French songs.

The Psychological Review Press has just brought out "A Study in Memorizing Various Materials by the Reconstruction Method," by Eleanor A. McC. Gamble, Associate Professor of Psychology and Director of the Psychology Laboratory. This book of two hundred and ten pages is entitled "Wellesley College Studies in Psychology" No. 1, although a brief Appendix contains twelve titles of reports, published in different journals of investigations, carried on in the Wellesley College Laboratory of Psychology. The book embodies the results of seven years of experimenting; and prefix and footnotes make mention of the graduates and seniors, of various college generations, who have worked with Miss Gamble. Only the trained psychologist will be able fully to appreciate the value of the technical details and the statistical tables on which the careful reasoning of the book is based. No one, however, will examine the book without the conviction that it embodies not only a significant contribution to psychology but also suggestions of practical value in memorizing.

Theater Notes


Isidora Duncan. Dances idylles and miscellaneous numbers.

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE:


Debutante evening.

Prices $1.00, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, and $0.50.

MILLINARY OPENING!

We take pleasure in announcing our Full Opening, beginning September 28, of Imported and Domestic Hats and Millinery Novelties.

Mrs. S. Edwards Root
Miss Bertha E. Flood

Room 17
37 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON


M. G. SLATTERY THEATRICAL AND STREET WIGS
226 TREMONT STREET - BOSTON
Between Elliot and LaGrange Sts., Opp. Majestic Theatre
Competent Make-up Artists
Furnished Special Attention Given to Order Work

Tel. Oxford 657-1

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY.

On Monday evening, November 2, Dr. William H. Tolman, Director of the Museum of Safety and Sanitation in New York city, lectured in Billings' Hall on the subject of "Industrial Safety." Dr. Tolman has recently returned from a study of important transatlantic museums and is able by an excellent collection of pictures to supplement richly an intimate knowledge of this new movement. Before describing the work to the Museums of Safety, Dr. Tolman sketched, by the aid of appalling statistics, the urgent need for such institutions.

"The most conservative estimate of the loss, in cash, to the wealth of the United States through preventable accidents in the various industries is $1,750,000,000 a year. The question which is now casting its shadow over every field of labor, from the turning of a grind stone to the moving of a freight train, is: Is it worth while? Is it worth while for employers of American labor to adjust the safeguards which shall help to preserve to the nation the lives and limbs of the 50,000,000 annually incapacitated or killed? If the city of Baltimore were suddenly wiped out, we should raise a mighty hue and cry; yet we loose the population of Baltimore in a single year and apparently think nothing of it.

Not only is there a danger to the individual, however, but to the government as well. An influential attorney, dealing with thousands of negligence and liability suits annually, tells me that in these negligence suits technical and obsolete rules are involved for the defeat of demands for reasonable compensation for the afflicted. In 1908 over $25,000,000 was contributed for protection against suits for damages in negligence cases. This was a fund for defeat of claims in negligence and not for the primary purpose of securing compensation for the sufferer. The present judicial system is hopelessly futile as far as the injured are concerned, commercially wasteful to the employer. Six millions annually is the expense to New York City taxpayers for the maintenance of their judicial system, of which sixty per cent. is chargeable to negligence or accident cases; but not one cent of this large sum is of any direct aid or compensation to the victim of the accident. The average payment to the injured victim is $500, of which the attorney usually gets one-half."

Before going on to show the work done in the United States to right these evils, Dr. Tolman offered as a contrasting background the attention given industrial safety by Germany. "Germany realizes that the wear and tear of the laborer, as well as that of the machinery, should be a part of the cost of production. Hence their system of governmental insurance is carefully worked out. The German employers are banded together according to trades, their accident premiums based on the risk and wages paid their workmen. The German workman, in case of accident, has the benefit of compensation at once, automatically, so to speak, as a right and is not compelled to go to law which so often means delay and an lessened compensation at the end. The German industrialist knows that an accident will be most searchingly investigated and if blame attaches to him he will be heavily fined. It does not take him very long to reach the conclusion that it is good business for him to equip his plant at once with the best safety devices. At this point the government co-operates by providing Museums of Safety where every known device is assembled for the benefit of the employer and the education of the employee."

Dr. Tolman went on to show us views of the various transatlantic museums, those of Berlin, Munich, Amsterdam and Budapest. The interiors of these museums show collections of the protective devices, made by the museum committees, which have passed through the hands of the museum experts and are now on exhibition to employer and employee. Some of the museums have special laboratories for the perfection of devices. Many of the guards to safety, the improved machines and appendages were shown,—simple improvements such as painting red the dangerous parts of machines or enclosing them from contact with the operator, the eye protectors for the stone workers, the asbestos clothing for workers in intense heat, or the more complex safety valves, lockers, reverse levers of dangerous machinery.

Not only is the immediate safety of the individual considered,—sanitation is a large department of the museum's work. Exhausts and forced drafts for the removal of dust that breeds tuberculosis have been perfected and established especially in this country; water conditions are improved in order to combat the typhoid in the United States, eighty-five per cent. of which is estimated as preventable. Naval and military hygiene offers a wide field, or possibility for avoiding the terrible death rate which is not the result of war itself but of disease. As an example of what can be done, Dr. Tolman showed many views from the Japanese field hospitals employed during the late war.

Besides safety and sanitation for labor in its various occupations, the museum has a third department,—that of Modernity,—the aim of which is to promote better relations between capital and labor. The great example which Dr. Tolman chose to illustrate the possibilities of this department was Krupp. He showed us in interesting detail how Krupp provides service insurance for his veteran workmen at Altenburg in Saxen.

Dr. Tolman concluded his lecture with a short sketch of the rise of the museum in the United States and a great number of views of the United States Steel Corporation in which innumerable of these safety devices have been adopted and put into use. In closing he said: "There is absolutely no organization in this country which is devoting any energy to the exploitation of measures of safety. The object of the museum is to fill this void, and its organization is a part of the large change on the threshold of which we stand."

In the death of Mary B. W. Alexander the class of 1907 has lost a loyal member who was honored and beloved by her classmates.

We, therefore, wish to express our sorrow and to extend to the members of her family our heartfelt sympathy.

Eddith Ellison, Margaret B. Duncan, Florence F. Besee
For the Class of 1907.

The Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume

COTRELL & LEONARD
ALBANY, N. Y.
Makers of the Caps, Gowns and Hoods to Wellsley, Radcliffe, Mount Holyoke, Bryn Mawr, Barnard, Woman's College of Baltimore, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, Univ. of Pa., Dartmouth, Brown, Williams, Amherst, Colorado College, Standford and the others.

CORRECT HOODS FOR ALL DEGREES
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COLLEGE NEWS
LADIES' TAILORING 1 take pleasure Fall and Winter in announcing my OPENING

You are cordially invited to call and inspect the latest ideas in styles, designs and models direct from New York and Paris.

Fly workmanship and fit is unequalled, also my prices are known to be most reasonable.

Perfect satisfaction is guaranteed.

Special Discount 5 per cent. to all Wellesley students.

CHAS. HURWITCH, 31 West Street, Boston

FIRST BARNSWALLOWS.

Wellesley’s dramatic season opened with the presentation of Arthur Pinero’s farcical romance, “The Amazons,” at the Barn, November 6. We feel safe in praising the rather boilerous and hilarious spirit which carried “The Amazons” through three absurdly ridiculous acts, for there is little danger of the Barn performances becoming obnoxiously burlesque. This is the best criticism we can offer upon this play, and on any Barn play, as a whole; it was carried through in a spirit of rollicking fun, it did not drag and it seemed as if those who took part thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Criticizing adversely we must admit that the play suffered by slightly hasty and careless cutting, leaving gulf’s a little awkward to be bridged by the actors. On the whole the individual acting was individual enough, the same gestures, the same stage positions were used even when Mr. Pinero’s lines offered an opportunity for change. This latter is a criticism of slight importance for the interest of the audience, a frankly pleased, appreciative Wellesley audience, did not have to be centered upon one or two leading characters, but upon the action of many. There was no “leading lady,” her place was filled by the three “boys.” Miss Wood and Miss Conan as the two tom-boys, offered a pleasing contrast; Miss Conan’s acting was especially attractive and spirited, gaining in general effect where it lost in detail. Miss Wood looked her part and acted it, too; at times she was a little too abrupt, but her boy-play was excellent and she presented her part easily. Miss Ruddiman was well adapted to the part of the third Lady—or shall we say Lord Belurbet? In the first act she overdid the intensity of her situations, making them a little out of keeping with the farcical nature of the whole play, but she was charming in her scenes with Litterly. And Litterly! The Barn audience hailed him with delight as a truly Complete Man. Miss Kraft had excellent command of her part, she never overacted, but seemed brimming over with the fun of acting. Miss Helen Platt as the eccentric Lady Castlejordan, made an imposing supplemnt to the play, and with the splendidly made-up Rev. Roger Minchin, was an excellent contrast to the youthful appearance of the other actors. Mention must be made of Miss Greene as a regulation English servant, and the stern Sergeant Shuter, who cared for the bios of the “boys.” A description of the play would not be complete without mention of the absurd couple who circulated through the three acts raising shrills of mirth at every appearance from the gleeeful audience,—the Earl of Tweenwaeys and the Count de Grival. Miss Gibson was, to the critical mind, more deserving of the title of Complete Man than the undiscriminating audience at first observed; she looked the part admirably and her interpretation showed more careful detail, more realism coupled with burlesque than any other in the whole performance. Her companion, Miss Hazel- tine, as the emotional French count, was delicious; she measured up finely to Mr. Pinero’s creation and did him credit.

On the whole, the actors played well with each other, afford-

ALICE G. COOMBS, Wellesley ’93

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF A

TEA ROOM AND FOOD SALESROOM, Taylor Block

Orders for Table Parties and Spreads Solicited

Decorated Birthday Cakes a Specialty

Christie’s Hatter

160 Tremont Street

BOSTON

Over the English Tea Room

In the great Convention Hall in the city of Rochester, on December 29, Mr. John R. Moill will call to order the Sixth International Convention of the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions. This convention will be one of the most important student gatherings that has ever been held. Beginning on the afternoon of December 29, it will continue for five days, ending with the evening session on January 2. There have been five similar conventions in previous years and the great growth in attendance is striking evidence of the widespread and intense interest aroused among the undergraduate body. The attendance at Rochester will be limited to three thousand delegates. The special feature of the convention will be the addresses by some of the greatest of modern missionary leaders; the discussion of different phases of Christian work—industrial and educational, as well as evangelistic and medical; personal conferences with men fresh from the mission fields of the world who will be available for interviews regarding the work and the opportunities in every land; an exhibit of a practical nature covering books and periodicals dealing with the work. All delegates are to be entertained in the homes of the citizens of Rochester, and preparations are now under way to make their visit memorable.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS.

Isadore Douglas .................................................. President

Eliza West .......................................................... Vice-president

Mabel J. Lee ...................................................... Student Body President

Mary Welles ............................................................ Treasurer

Katharine McGill .................................................... Secretary

Imogene Kelly ........................................................ Member

Mildred Keim ........................................................ Member

OFFICE HOURS

IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE.

Isadore Douglas ................................. 9:30-12:10 Tuesdays

Eliza West .............................. 11:45-1:20 Thursdays

5:45-9:30 Saturdays

AT 28 NOANET.

8:15 A.M., Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays.

THE CONSIGNERS’ UNION, Inc.

FOOD SHOP 48 Winter Street, Boston LUNCH ROOM

LUNCHEON 11 to 3

AFTERNOON TEA 3 to 5

Cake, Pastry, Bread, Etc. on Sale
MUSIC NOTES.

The second of the three Sonata Recitals for Pianoforte and Violin. Mr. Macdougall, Pianist, Mr. Foster, Violinist, Tuesday, November 9, 1909 at 4.20.

Programme.
Sonata in G major.
Haydn (1732-1809)  
Sonata in G major.

Attention is called to the piano recital by Miss Alice A. Cummings of the Faculty of Music, in Billings Hall, Monday evening, November 15, at 7.30, P.M. To these recitals the public is cordially invited.

SOCIETY NOTES.

TAU ZETA EPSILON.

At a meeting held Wednesday evening, November 3, 1909, Society Tau Zeta Epsilon formally received into membership Alice Alc. Gertrude Porter, Helen Badley, Anna Sener, Alice Waterman, and Maria Wood, all of the Class of 1911. The former members present were: Nancy A. Fonda, '03, Mrs. Lucy D. Cusey (Blane Stem, '05) Esther Barlow, '07, Eleanor Piper, '05, Dorothy Pope, '08, Irina Hervey, '09, Helen Huxley, '09, Madeleine Piper, '09, Margaret Edson, '00, Susan Wonsor, '00, Jean Cross, '09, Lydia Craig, '11, Grace L. Darling, Mrs. Newman, Miss Adela Lathrop, and Fraulein Margarethe Muller.

PHI SIGMA.

At a meeting of the Phi Sigma Fraternity held Wednesday, November 2, 1909, Catherine Hunter, '11, and Ruth Worden, '12, were formally received into membership. The alumni present were: Mary Chase Lockwood, '85, Miss Batchelder, Miss Manwaring, Ruth Wise, '03, Edith Wise, '08, and Alice C. Brown, '08.

PARLIAMENT OF FOOLS.

A box of flowers and a hidden note,  
A loving gaze and embarrassed flush,  
This to the Freshman mind at best.  
Is a typical college crush—Oh sh!  
That typical college crush!

The Barn—play's beginning—seats, windows and door  
Are filled as around you they swirl and they rush,  
Six on a table—and you are far.  
"Tis a typical Wellesley crush!—What fun!  
This typical Wellesley crush."

FREE PRESS.

A good many things can be talked in at odd minutes. For instance, newspapers. Instead of saying, "Meet me in Center," why not say, "Meet me in the Newspaper room." It is quite as convenient and in those minutes otherwise spent in wondering why she doesn't come we could learn something about current events and by becoming interested in them, do much to overcome the often criticised college provincialism.

For a Hygienic Shampoo Go to Miss Blissards'  
Treatment of the Hair and Scalp a Specialty  
Manicuring, Chiropody and Facial Massage

THE NORMAN, OVER E. B. PARKER'S SHOE STORE  
Telephone 122-1
COOK'S RESTAURANT
88 BOYLSTON STREET
Next to Colonial Theater
Matinee Lunches

LADIES' HATTER
MRS. E. M. NEWELL
47 Winter St., Boston
ROOM 408
ELEVATOR
Special Attention Given to Order Work

A Liberal Education
Includes a Knowledge of Whitman's Chocolates and Confections

Until you taste them you do not know sweets at their best. Sole Agent for Wellesley.

N. CLARK CLEMENT

FRUITS, VEGETABLES AND HOTHOUSE PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO HOTEL, CLUB AND FAMILY ORDERS
ISAAC LOCKE & CO.
97, 99 and 101 FANEUIL HALL MARKET

progress of theater architecture and the development of scenery, relating it to the dramas produced in the different literary periods, bringing the article up to the New Theater at New York. Good Illustrations.

The New Theater.
Aim and methods of the New Theater; its choice of plays, the members of its company; its prospects and its obstacles. Informing.

The New Drama and the New Theater.
Mr. Archer is the head of the movement in England towards the national theater. Article treat of the development of the drama during the last twenty-five years along two lines in England and in America. Interesting in many details, it shows us to-day in perspective. It puts the plays which we have known to be running at the theaters for the last few years, into a place in the great waves of the drama. An article written with a comprehensive judgment.

The New Theater.
A tracing of the movement towards the national theater in America culminating in a description of the New York Theater. Poor Illustrations.

The Visiting Japanese Commissioners.
Outlook. October 30.
A little more information concerning the Japanese visitors.

Miss Sophie Jewett.
Outlook. October 30.
A slight sketch.

A Reform of Prime Importance.
Another article concerning young Master Sidis.

Psychology and the Market.

Macbeth at Saint Wandrille.
Georgette Leblanc. Saturday Review. October.
Account of the production of Maeterlinck's adaptation of Hugo's translation of Macbeth at the old Abbey of St. Wandrille. Those who have been interested in the account of the unusual production will find much first hand interest in the report given by the women who conceived the idea and acted the part of Lady Macbeth. An emotional, flowery article but interesting.

How Can Africa Be Civilized?
A cautious portrayal of the faults of the missionary movement in Africa. It is good to edge around to the back of a movement whose face only we see.

The Illuminated Canticle.
Florence Williamson.
ALUMNÆ NOTES.

In addition to notes concerning graduates, the Alumnae column will contain items of interest about members of the Faculty, past and present, and former students.

Dr. Emilie J. Barker, for twenty years Superintendent of the Eliot, is now living with her mother, in East Aurora, New York.

Miss Florence L. Baldwin, 1909, is stenographer and librarian at the Yerkes Observatory, Williams Bay, Wisconsin.

Miss Helen Judson, 1908, is teaching at the private school of Miss Louise Billyard, 1907, Ceylon, Skaneateles Lake, New York.

Miss Miriam Emery, of the class of 1903, is associated with her brothers, who are architects, with offices at 65 Bible House, New York.

Miss Ruth Hamblet, of the class of 1903, is working in a law office in New York City.

Miss Gertrude Richards, of the class of 1904 is acting as substitute teacher in the Philadelphia Schools.

Miss M. Lois Stone, 1909, is assistant in the Harwich (Mass.) High School.

Miss Ethel Damon, 1909, is studying at the University of Jena. Address, Bismarckstrasse 5 II, Jena, Germany.

Mrs. Owen J. Davies (Caroline Crocker, 1887), is teaching in various private schools in Boston. Her address is 440 Newbury street.

Miss Vera Carson, 1908, is teaching in the State Industrial School, Lancaster, Massachusetts.

Miss Edith H. Morrill, 1908, and Miss Leslie Conner, 1909, are teaching at Northfield Seminary, this year.

Miss Florence Stevens, 1909, is teaching in the Bourne (Mass.) High School.

Miss Margaret Robinson, 1909, is teaching French and English in the Hanover (N. H.) High School.

Miss Alice E. Hecker, 1908, is teaching in Lenox Hall, a private school in St. Louis.

Miss Agnes M. Shaw, 1893, is teaching in the Gordon School, Philadelphia.

ENGAGEMENTS.

Miss Francene Louise Noyes, 1908, to Dr. Charles Arthur Thompson, of Newton Highlands.

Miss Grace M. Davies, 1907, to Mr. Charles B. Law, University of Virginia, 1907, of Muskogee, Oklahoma.

MARRIAGE.

Matthews—Hallam. June 22, 1909, in Sioux City, Iowa, Miss Marguerite Hallam, 1908, to Mr. Arthur Lynn Mathews.

BIRTH.

October 2, 1909, a son, David Barrow, to Mrs. Walter Bullock Hunt (Sue Barrow, 1908).

DEATH.

October 31, 1909, in Boston, Annie Hooker Morse (Annie Hooker Capron, 1882), wife of Lewis Kennedy Morse.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS.

Miss Alice Rossington, 1907, 184 Emerson Place, Brooklyn, New York.

Mrs. A. L. Mathews (Marguerite Hallam, 1908), 1328 1/2 South Hoover street, Los Angeles, California.

Mrs. Austin Morrill (Florence McCormick, 1905), 325 West Monroe street, Phoenix, Arizona.

Mrs. F. R. Person (Biffe Martha Spencer, 1908), 13 Prospect street, Ware, Massachusetts.